INSTRUCTOR:
Pathfinder Name: _____________________________

❏ 1. Know and explain the Model Rocketry Safety Code.

❏ 2. Know and explain the importance of the basic model rocket components.
Illustration: (write the components matching the arrows)

(Body)

Components
Body

Recovery wadding

parachute

launch lugs

engine mount

engines

streamer

recovery system

shock cord

lines

nose cone

fins

(fill the blank with the components names)
The illustration above shows the parts of a single stage model rocket. We have laid the rocket on its side and cut
a hole in the body tube so that we can see what is inside. Beginning at the far right, the ______ of the rocket is a
green cardboard tube with black

(fins) attached at the rear. The fins can be made of either plastic or balsa

wood and are used to provide stability during flight. Model rockets use small, pre-packaged, solid
fuel _________. The engine is used only once, and then is replaced with a new engine for the next flight.
Engines come in a variety of sizes and can be purchased at hobby stores and at some toy stores. The thrust of
the engine is transmitted to the body of the rocket through the _______ _______. This part is fixed to the rocket
and can be made of heavy cardboard or wood. There is a hole through the engine mount to allow the ejection
charge of the engine to pressurize the body tube at the end of the coasting phase and eject the _____
_____ and the ____________ ________. _________ _______ is inserted between the engine mount and the
recovery system to prevent the hot gas of the ejection charge from damaging the recovery system. The recovery
wadding is sold with the engine. The recovery system consists of a __________ (or a ________) and
some ______ to connect the parachute to the nose cone. Parachutes and streamers are made of thin sheets of
plastic. The nose cone can be made of balsa wood, or plastic, and may be either solid or hollow. The nose cone
is inserted into the body tube before flight. An elastic _______ ______ is connected to both the body tube and
the nose cone and is used to keep all the parts of the rocket together during recovery. The ______ ____ are
small tubes (straws) which are attached to the body tube. The launch rail is inserted through these tubes to
provide stability to the rocket during launch.

❏ 3. Draw the following:
The steps in the flight of a model rocket (write the name of each stage in the correct order)

(Write the number in front of each different stage)

 Ejection Charge: At the end of the delay, the motor ignites an ejection charge which blows the nose
cone off the rocket and deploys the recovery system.
 Slow descent: The rocket returns to the ground using one of the recovery techniques listed below.
 Coasting flight: The motor will burn for a fixed amount of time and then stop. At this point, there is a
delay and the rocket continue to glide upwards, riding the momentum gained during the thrust phase. As
the engine burns through the delay charge, it leaves a trail of smoke as a visual aid to the rocketeer.
 Launch: Launch begins as soon as the motor ignites and ends when the rocket clears the launch rail.
 Recovery: When the rocket reaches the ground, it can usually be recovered by its owner.
 Powered ascent: After the motor ignites, it generates thrust which causes the rocket to leave the launch
pad and ascend into the air. The engine will continue to provide thrust for as long as it burns, and it will
continue to power the rocket into the sky.

A cut-a-way view of a model rocket engine, labelling each part

Ejection Charges
Case
End Cap
Propellant
Delay Charges
Nozzle

A schematic plan for a simple launch system using proper electrical symbols (Draw the symbols in the correct place)

❏ 4. Define the following: (Link the definition with the correct terms)

❏ 5. Name and describe at least four different recovery systems.
Multiple choice:

❏ 6. From a kit, build, finish, and paint a single-stage rocket that has a mini mum length of six inches with a recovery
system, such as a parachute or streamer. Successfully launch and recover the rocket with the recovery system
deploying properly.
Launch date: _______________________________________________

